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Read this manual carefully before use and save it for later use. 
This device is NOT FOR MEDICAL USE. 
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Air compressed cuff LED Vartous massage 111/lmin 4 Levels of pressure Wireless 

with four chambers Display programs Air pump adjustment Control 
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Cautions on safety 

4 signs in this instruction manual are adopted to prevent any injuries or damages 

and operate it properly using this produet. 

Please read thoroughly and keep it in a near place to read it next time. 

O & WARNINGS. 
. ............................. .

8 & �-��-:_l_?.�-�---------------

8 (S) PROHIBITIONS

oo OBSERVANCE
...............................

- USE PURPOSE

It relaxes your legs, arms and waist by inflating and deflating the air cuffs.
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Warnings on use 

& WARNINGS 

� 

� 

01) Consult with your doctor if you are under a medical treatment.

02) Do not take it apart.(lt can cause a problem or electrical shock.)

03) It is recommended to use 3 times a day and one time is for 15 minutes. Do not exceed the recommended

time.

04) It can hurt yourself if you use it continuously for a long time or use it at a strong power level at initial

operations.

05) Consult with your doctor if you felt uncomfortable with yourself.

06) In case of power interruption, Turn off and plug out.

07) This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or

mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or

instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.

Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.

08) lf the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent or similarly

qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard.

09) Use the appliance only for its intended use as described in the manual.

10) Do not plug in or pull out with wet hands.(lt may cause an electric shock.)

11) Do not use this produet in a wet place or hot places. (It may cause a defect, electric shock, fire and etc.)

12) Only operates this produet atter you wear the air cuffs. (The air cuff can be damaged.)
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Cautions on use 

& CAUTIONS • OBSERVANCE 

01) Neither give a strong impact on the produet nor drop it. It may cause a damage.

02) Keep the produet close to you to operate it easily. 

03) Open the air boots and be careful that nothing is inserted in the zipper.

04) Do not move or walk while wearing the air boots.

05) lf any trouble or defect is found, Stop using the produet immediately and turn it off and contact

your local distributor.

06) Be careful that water or dirty materials do not go into the cuffs.

07) After use, The air in the air boots goes out fully and then keep it in a proper place.

08) Do not put other things on this produet.

09) Plug it off in case of not using for a long time.

10) Be careful that the air hoses are not twisted or pressed during use or keeping.

11) Keep this produet in a proper place.

12) Keep the cuffs away from needles or sharp objects. (It may cause a fatal damage.)

13) Please cover the zipper area with a cuff cover inside and pull the tab.

14) Call your local distributor for repair.
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Prohibitions on use 
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& WARNINGS (S) PROHIBITIONS

"Please consult with a doctor befare use 

if you have and had the foliowing diseases." 

It is prohibited to use this produet if you use a medical device. 

People with the foliowing disease or condition are prohibited to used this produet. 

1) Acute disease, High blood pressure

2) Diabetes

3) Hemophilia

4) Atopic dermatitis

5) Shedding of blood

6) Menstruation

7) Heart disease

8) Allergy

Other prohibited things 

1) Take things out from your clothes befare use.

9) Cerebral hemorrhage

10) Tuberculosis

11) Drinking alcohol or taking a medicine

12) The pregnant

13) Malignant tumor

14) Under bad health condition

15) Heavy fatigue

16) People who have been diagnosed by doctors

as inappropriate to use this machine

2) Consult with a doctor if you feel something wrong with your body.

3) Consult with a doetor if you feel itehy or have a rash on your body.

4) Do not use this produet atter putting medieine.

5) Keep out of children's touch.

6) Do not use the produet for other purposes.



Produet & Accessories 

Device & Accessories 

Device/ 1 pair of leg cuff / Remote controller / Foot plate 
Foot plate 

Device 
1 pair af leg cuff 

Remote centroller 

Option 

Arm Cuff / Wasit cuff / Half Pants cuff / Extender 
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Component Names 
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0 Portable grip 

f) Operation display window

E) Operation buttons

0 Air socket 

Ø Silicone hose

Ø T connector

0 Hose plug 

Q Legcuff 

Ø Velcro wrap



Display & Control Panel 

\tiillll 
�IIJBD 

■■■■ 
Push the switch gently 

0 Compression area display 0 (!) ON/OFF Button 
It displays the status of inflation and deflation It displays the status of ON and OFF. 

by LED light. 

ON: Inflation or Keeping the inflation ø MODE Button 
OFF: Inflation or Deflation 4 Modes can be chosen. 

e Display of MODE A, B, C, D ø SELECT Button 
MODE A is selected when you turn it on, and It can select desired chamber you want. 

you can choose another mode. 

Ø Pressure level Display
f) Pressure Adjustment Button

It can adjust pressure by 4 steps. 

It displays the status of pressure level. 
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Function Buttons 1 
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0 (!) ON/OFF 
- It displays the status of ON and OFF. 

- MODE A is selected when you press 
(!) button at first and the pressure is Level 1. 

- The device will be automatically off after 20 minutes . 

8 MODE 

�■1111 
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•••• 
0 8 0 0 

- Press the "MODE" button if you want to change it to B, C and D. (Refer to the program below) 

- lf you press the "SELECT" button during use, The "MODE" lamp gets off and the lamp on the chambers gets on. 

"D" MODE : It repeats the modes of A. Band C in arder. 

Arm Cuff(Optional) 

Waist Cuff(Optional) 

Optional ruffs also have 4 

chambers as the same as 

the legcuff. 



Function Buttons 2 

0 0 0 0 

Ø SELECT

- A user select the chambers to be

inflated.

- It repeats inflation and deflation.

[SELECT] The pressure area is changed whenever the "SELECT" button is pressed. 

Once Twice Three Four 
times times 

� 
1�---

� I'-• il
� 

1�--· 
� 
�--·

Five Six Seven Eight 
times times times times 

� 
l�■aa

� 1�■■a � 1�--- � 
�-•a

Nine Ten 
times 

1�-·-
times 

1�-·-
� � 

0 PRESSURE 

- It consists of 4 pressure levels and you can select it as you press the button.

- Deflating function is working temporarily in case the PRESSURE button is pressed.
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How to use this produet 1 
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O Connect the Hose Plug to the Control Unit 

0 

Hose plug 

1) The hoses should not be twisted or folded.

2) Connect the hose plug to the hose plug receptacle on the control unit making sure the arrow

sign is facing up.

3) The hose plug should be connected fully to prevent air from leaking out.

8 Wearacuff 

1) Wear a light clothes to use this produet

2) Check left and Right cuff for leg cuff.

Protecting cover 

Cover the protecting 

coverto protect your skin. 

3) Pull the zipper up to the end and be careful that your clothes, stocking and others are not caught

in zipper. 



How to use this produet 2 

4) Place the zipper flat as in the picture and attach the velcro firmly

0 Operate the Product/Remote Control 

v,,,ro® 
Attach the velcro to 

prevent any harms on 

cuffs and your body. 

1) Read Page 9 to page 11 in detail to know about the operation and function buttons.

2) Place the produet in a flat area

3) The changed operation starts after deflating the air in the air cuffs for 3 second in case other function buttons are

pressed during use
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How to use this produet 3 
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0 Connecting an extender(optional} 

1) Pull the zipper up to the end and attach the velcro firmly. 

8 Wearing a waist cuff(optional} / an arm cuff(optional} 
/ Half Pants Cuff(Optional) 

&WARNINGS 

Wearing 

an arm cuff 

Wearing 

a waist cuff 

1) Select the compression strength from low level to high level. 

2) Do not move around wearing a cuff. 

Extender 

It is recommended for a big 

person. 

Wearing 
a Half Pants Cuff 



Maintenance 

0 Afteruse 

- Press ON/OFF button to stop using the produet. (Except for automatic turn off after 20 minutes.)

-Disconnect the air hose plug connected to the air socket of the produet body.

-Take off the air boots after taking the remained air in the air boots out

-Disconnect the power cord from an eleetric outlet.

The maintenance of a produet body 

e - Keep a produet body clean in a cool place.

- Keep it in a safe place without the danger of drop or shock

- Do not clean it with flammable chemicals.

-Just clean a produet body with a soft cloth.

-Keep it dry after cleaning,

- It should be stored out of children's touch.

- Disconnect the power cord if you don't use it for a long time.

The Maintenance of a cuff 

Ø - Clean sweat or water in a cuff with a dry cloth and dry it fully. (Clean it with a soft cloth and do not clean with flammable

chemicals) 

-Keep them in a cool place.

-Do not operate the produet without wearing a cuff.

- Do not keep it close to sharp objects and hot or cold places.

- Be sure that the conneeted air hoses are not twisted or folded.

- Do not try to fold them hard.
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Specifications / Warranty Card 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Produet Name 

Model Name 

Voltage 

Power Consumption 

Weight & Packing 

Produet body size 

Origin 

WARRANTY CARD 

Produet Name 

Model Name 

Date of Purehase 

Warranty 

CUSTOMER 

16 

Name 

Tel. 

Dealer 

AIR LEG MASSAGER 

332-C1904

AC 100~240 V, 50/60 Hz 

30W 

2.3 kg lset 

230(W) x 230(0) x lS0(H) 

mm MADE IN KOREA 

AIR LEG MASSAGER 

332-C1904

1 year from date of purehase 



Troubleshootings 

Check Points 

Please check the below things befare asking for repair service. 

Then plug out the power cord in case it is broken. 

Plugout 

the power cord in case 

it is not working 

Not working 

Stopped 

during 

operation 

Noise 

during use 

No compression 

orweak 

compression 

► 
Review the causes 

after checking 

the below points. 

Is it power failure? 

Is a power cord not connected? 

Is the connection to 
an electric outlet ok? 

Is it lighting on the LCD display? 

The floor is flat? 

Is it broken? 

Are air hoses folded? 

Are the air boots torn? 

► 
Do the correct measures 

after checking 

the below points. 

Wait until the power is on. 

Plug in a power cord. 

Use another electric outlet. 

Press the ON/OFF button again. 

Move it to a flat floor. 

eau your local distributor. 

Spread out the folded air hoses. 

eau your local distributor. 
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